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Ray nonsingular (RNS) matrices are a generalization of sign nonsin-
gular (SNS)matrices fromthe realfield to complexfield. Theproblem
of how to recognize ray nonsingularmatrices is still open. In this pa-
per, we give an algorithm to recognize the ray nonsingularity for
the so called “cycle chain matrices”, whose associated digraphs are
of certain simple structure. Furthermore, the cycle chain matrices
that are not ray nonsingular are classified into two classes according
to whether or not they can be majorized by some RNS cycle chain
matrices, and the case when they can is characterized.
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1. Introduction
Sign nonsingular matrices (SNS matrices) are a fundamental concept in the study of sign pattern
matrices over the real field. In this paper, we study the ray nonsingular matrices, which are a general-
ization of the SNS matrices from real field to complex field.
In the study of sign patternmatrix theory, only realmatrices are discussed.McDonald et al. general-
ized the studyof signpatternmatrices fromreal field to complexfield in [9]. The concept corresponding
to the sign of a real number is the ray of a complex number z, it is defined as:
ray(z) =
⎧⎨
⎩
z/|z|, z = 0;
0, z = 0.
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Let A be a complex matrix. The matrix obtained from A by replacing its entries with their rays is
called the ray pattern of A, denoted by ray(A). A is called a ray nonsingular matrix if its ray pattern
ray(A) implies its nonsingularity, in other words, all the matrices with the same ray pattern as A are
nonsingular. We abbreviate the ray nonsingular matrix as RNS matrix.
SNS matrices are well studied (see [2,3]), and a beautiful characterization is given in [1], which is
based on the associated digraphs of the matrices. In contrast to SNS matrices, RNS matrices seem to
be more complicated in general. In [9], a sufficient condition of ray nonsingularity is given using the
sets of signed transversal products, and a characterization analogous to that of (real) L-matrices is also
given. In [4], using probabilistic arguments, it is shown there is no full ray nonsingular matrix with
order no less than 6. And in [5], it is proved that there is no 5× 5 full ray nonsingular matrix. Besides,
Li and Rodman studies a special type of ray nonsingular matrices called inverse closed ray nonsingular
matrices in [6].
Another way to study ray nonsingularity is to study the determinantal regions (i.e., the range of
the determinant function of matrices in a ray pattern class, see the formal definition in [11]). Relative
references are [9,11,10,8] and so on. In these papers, the geometric properties of the determinantal
regions, such as the open-closed property, symmetry, and the location of the boundaries are studied. In
[7], it is also shown there is a correspondence between the connectivity of the determinantal regions
and the full indecomposability of the matrices.
In this paper, we first define a special type of fully indecomposable matrix called a “cycle chain
matrix”. The definition is based on the associated digraph of the matrix, and it is shown that these
digraphs have a simple structure. After that, an algorithm is given to recognize the RNS matrices of
this type in Section 3.
LetA = (ajk)n×n and B = (bjk)n×n be two complex squarematrices, for the simplicity of discussion,
we assume that A and B are all of full term rank. If for every ajk = 0, ray(bjk) = ray(ajk), then A is
said to bemajorized by B, and denoted by A  B. A well known property of SNS matrices is that A  B
and the sign nonsingularity of B will imply the sign nonsingularity of A. In Section 4, we will show
that this property does not hold in general for ray pattern matrices, and we adjust the definition of
majority to suit our definition of cycle chain matrices. As an application of the algorithm recognizing
RNS cycle chain matrices, we characterize the case whenM is not a RNS cycle chain matrix butM can
be majorized by some other RNS cycle chain matrices.
2. Cycle chain matrices and their determinants
In this section, we will give the definition of cycle chain matrices and a recursive formula for their
determinants. The definition is based on the associated digraph of the matrices.
Let C = (C1, C2, . . . , Cm) be a sequence of directed cycles whose lengths are no less than 2, and
D be the digraph consisting of all the vertices and arcs of C1, C2, . . . , Cm. If C satisfies the following
two conditions:
(1) Two directed cycles Cj and Ck have vertices in common if and only if |j − k|  1.
(2) There is no directed cycle other than C1, C2, . . . , Cm in the digraph D.
then C is called a cycle chain connecting C1 and Cm, andm the length of the cycle chain. The digraph D
is called the cycle chain digraph corresponding to this cycle chain C .
The structure of a cycle chain graph can be shown as in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. A cycle chain graph with length k.
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The following properties of cycle chains are obvious.
Property 2.1. Let C = (C1, C2, . . . , Cm) be a cycle chain, and D be the corresponding cycle chain
digraph. Then
(1) Every two adjacent cycles share either a common directed path or a common vertex.
(2) For each cycle Cj , there is an arc ej that belongs to Cj only.
(3) Write Cj = (C1, C2, . . . , Cj), where j ≤ m. Then Cj is also a cycle chain.
We call Cj a principal sub cycle chain of C .
By the definition, it’s easy to see cycle chain digraphs are all strongly connected. It was also proved
in [7] that in a strongly connected digraph, for every two vertex disjoint cycles C1 and C2, there is a
cycle chain connecting C1 and C2. Sowemay say that cycle chain digraphs are the simplest, most basic,
nontrivial strongly connected digraphs (just as paths are the simplest, most basic connected graphs).
Let A = (ajk)n×n be a complex square matrix of order n, and D(A) = (VA, EA) be the associated
digraph of A. Define aweight functionwA on the arc set EA as:wA(e) = ajk for each arc e = (j, k) ∈ EA.
Then the resulting arc-weighted digraph W(A) = (VA, EA, wA) is called the associated arc-weighted
digraph of A.
Conversely, let W = (V, E, w) be an arc-weighted digraph with V = {v1, . . . , vn}. Define the
matrix A(W) = (ajk)n×n as:
ajk =
⎧⎨
⎩
w
(
(vj, vk)
)
, (vj, vk) ∈ E;
0, (vj, vk) /∈ E.
Then A(W) is called the adjacency matrix ofW .
The above two definitions shows a correspondence between the arc-weighted digraphs and the
squarematrices. Next wewill explore this correspondence, and sometimes ignore the distinction. And
the concepts and operators (such as the determinant and determinant operator det) of matrices are
also used for the corresponding digraphs. In the remainder of the paper, all the digraphs are assumed
to be arc-weighted by nonzero complex numbers.
When characterizing a fully indecomposable matrix by its associated digraph, it is convenient to
require that the diagonal entries are all nonzero. This condition is still needed in our study, and by
applying proper row-multiplying transformations, wemay further require that all the diagonal entries
are 1. The formal definition of cycle chain matrices is given below.
Definition 2.1. LetW be an arc-weighted cycle chain digraph, then the matrixM(W) = I − A(W) is
called a cycle chain matrix.
Next we give a simple example for cycle chains and cycle chain matrices.
Example 2.1. As showed in Fig 2, C1 is the arc-weighted directed cycle 1 → 2 → 3 → 1, C2 is
3 → 4 → 5 → 3, and C3 is 4 → 5 → 6 → 4. Then (C1, C2, C3) is a cycle chain. LetW be the digraph
consisting of all the vertices and arcs of C1, C2 and C3 (i.e., the corresponding cycle chain digraph), then
Fig. 2. A cycle chain graphW .
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M(W) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 −a12 0 0 0 0
0 1 −a23 0 0 0
−a31 0 1 −a34 0 0
0 0 0 1 −a45 0
0 0 −a53 0 1 −a56
0 0 0 −a64 0 1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
where ajks are the nonzero complex weights of the corresponding arcs.
When considering the ray nonsingularity property,wemay focus on fully indecomposablematrices
only (see [11, pp. 228]). By thewell knowngraphical characterizationof fully indecomposablematrices,
the associated digraph of fully indecomposable matrices are all strongly connected, and vice versa
with the condition that all the diagonal entries are nonzero. So a cycle chain matrix is always a fully
indecomposable matrix.
Let C = (C1, C2, . . . , Cm) be a cycle chain, and M be the corresponding cycle chain matrix. Then
C is also called the associated cycle chain of the cycle chain matrix M. Let M0 be the empty matrix,
and for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, let Mj be the cycle chain matrix corresponding to the principal sub cycle chain
Cj = (C1, C2, . . . , Cj) of C , then M0,M1, . . . ,Mm are called the sequential sub cycle chain matrices of
M.
In the above example,M1 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 −a12 0
0 1 −a23
−a31 0 1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠,M2 =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 −a12 0 0 0
0 1 −a23 0 0
−a31 0 1 −a34 0
0 0 0 1 −a45
0 0 −a53 0 1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, and
M3 = M.
Write nj to be the order of the matrixMj , and Aj = −(Mj ⊕ In−nj), j = 0, 1, . . . ,m, where n ≥ nm.
The weight of a cycle C in an arc-weighted digraphW = (V, E, w), denoted by w(C), is the product
of the weights of all the arcs of C. The ray of C, denoted by ray(C), is the ray of the complex number
w(C). The recursive formula below is given in [7].
Lemma 2.1 [7]. Let A0, A1, . . . , Am be defined as above, then
det Aj = −w(Cj) · det Aj−2 + det Aj−1 (j = 2, . . . ,m) (2.1)
where det A0 = (−1)n, det A1 = (−1)n · (1 − w(C1)).
According to the notations, det Aj = (−1)n · detMj , so by the above lemma, we have the following
recursive formula for the determinants of cycle chain matrices.
Corollary 2.1. Let C = (C1, C2, . . . , Cm) be a cycle chain, M be the corresponding cycle chain matrix,
and M0,M1, . . . ,Mm be the sequential sub cycle chain matrices of M. Then
detMj = −w(Cj) · detMj−2 + detMj−1 (j = 2, . . . ,m) (2.2)
where detM0  1, detM1 = 1 − w(C1).
Recursive formula (2.2) is a main tool in the following discussion, and will be used repeatedly.
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3. Recognizing RNS cycle chain matrices
Let A be a complex square matrix, and ray(A) be its ray pattern. Denote QR(A) = {B|ray(B) =
ray(A)}, and QR(A) is called the ray pattern class of A. A is ray nonsingular if and only if for every
B ∈ QR(A), B is nonsingular.
LetM be a cycle chainmatrix, andM0,M1, . . .,Mm(= M)be the sequential sub cycle chainmatrices.
By Corollary 2.1, detM is a function of the complex numbers −w(C1), −w(C2), . . . ,−w(Cm). Write−w(Cj) = wj = rj ·eiθj ,where rj = |wj| is themodulusof the complexnumberwj , and eiθj = −ray(Cj),−π < θj ≤ π for j = 1, 2, . . . ,m. With these notations, the recursive formula (2.2) can be rewritten
as
detMj = rj · eiθj · detMj−2 + detMj−1 (j = 2, . . . ,m) (3.1)
We treat M as a matrix variable over its ray pattern class (we may always require the diagonal
entries ofM to be 1), then for each Cj , its ray ray(Cj) is given and fixed. By Property 2.1, for each cycle
Cj in a given cycle chain, there is always an arc that belongs to this cycle only. So rj , the modulus of the
weight of Cj , is a positive number that can be chosen independently of the moduli of the other cycles.
Write (M) =  = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θm), r(M) = r = (r1, r2, . . . , rm). Then (M) is called the
argument vector of the cycle chain matrixM, r(M) is called themodulus vector.
Let QR be the class of all cycle chainmatrices for which the argument vector of the associated cycle
chain is , i.e.,
QR = {M|M is a cycle chain matrix, and (M) = }.
Moreover, let QR (r) be the class of matrices in Q

R with an additional condition that the modulus
vector is r, i.e.,
QR (r) = {M|M ∈ QR , r(M) = r}.
By (3.1), for every two cycle chain matrices M and M′ in the same class QR (r), detM = detM′. And
the following proposition is obvious.
Proposition 3.1. Let M be a cycle chain matrix in QR , then
(1) M is ray nonsingular if and only if for every M′ ∈ QR , M′ is ray nonsingular.
(2) Let r be the modulus vector of M, then M is singular if and only if for every M′ ∈ QR (r), M′ is
singular.
(3) M is raynonsingular if andonly if for every positive vector rand everyM′ ∈ QR (r),M′ is nonsingular.
The proposition indicates that the ray nonsingularity of a cycle chain matrix is determined by its
argument vector. And we may call an argument vector  to be ray nonsingular if M ∈ QR is ray
nonsingular.
The principal argument of a nonzero complex number z is denoted by Arg(z). Now let z1 and z2
be two nonzero complex numbers, the relative argument of z2 with respect to z1 is defined to be the
principal argument of z2/z1, which also lies on the interval (−π, π ], and denoted by Arg(z1, z2).
Particularly, Arg(z) = Arg(1, z). We define
j() {Arg(detMj−1, detMj)| M ∈ QR , detMj−1 · detMj = 0},
where  is an argument vector of lengthm,Mj−1 andMj are two sequential sub cycle chain matrices
ofM as defined in Section 2.
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Theorem3.1. Let = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θm), andM ∈ QR . Then the following three conditionsare equivalent:
(1) M is ray nonsingular.
(2) π /∈ m().
(3) Arg(−ei·θm) /∈ m−1().
Proof. First, we prove that ifM is not ray nonsingular, then π ∈ m().
Without loss of generality, assume thatM is singular. Then by (3.1),
0 = detM = detMm = rm · eiθm detMm−2 + detMm−1. (3.2)
We claim that there are no consecutive zeros in the sequence detM1, detM2, . . . , detMm−1. Since
otherwise, if detMj and detMj−1 are all 0, then by the recursive formula (2.2), detMj−2 would be 0, by
induction detM0 would be 0,which contradicts to detM0 = 1. So rm ·eiθm detMm−2 = − detMm−1 =
0. Now enlarge rm and keep the others unchanged, then write the resulting modulus vector to be r
′.
TakeM′ ∈ QR (r′), then detM′(= detM′m) = 0 and Arg(detM′m−1, detM′m) = π . Thus π ∈ m().
Second, we prove that if π ∈ m(), then Arg(−ei·θm) ∈ m−1().
Without loss of generality, let Arg(detMm−1, detMm) = π . Then
Arg(detMm−1, eiθm detMm−2) = π,
and Arg(−ei·θm) ∈ m−1() follows.
Third, we prove that if Arg(−ei·θm) ∈ m−1(), thenM is not ray nonsingular.
Write θ = Arg(−ei·θm) ∈ m−1(). Assume that Arg(detMm−2, detMm−1) = θ , then
Arg(eiθm detMm−2, detMm−1) = Arg(−1) = π,
detMm−1/(eiθm detMm−2)must be negative.
Now let r′ be obtained from r by setting r′m = − detMm−1/(eiθm−2 detMm−2) and keep the other
entries. Then it is easy to see for everyM′ ∈ QR (r′), detM′ = 0, yields thatM is not raynonsingular. 
By the above theorem, if we can compute the set m(), we can determine whether a given cycle
chain matrix is ray nonsingular.
Denote
j()|θ  {Arg(detMj−1, detMj)|M ∈ QR , Arg(detMj−2, detMj−1) = θ}.
It is easy to see that j()|θ ⊆ j(), furthermore,
j() =
⋃
θ∈j−1()
j()|θ
⋃ {Arg(detMj−1, detMj)|M ∈ QR , detMj−2 = 0}
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⋃
θ∈j−1()
j()|θ , π /∈ j−2();
⋃
θ∈j−1()
j()|θ
⋃{0}, π ∈ j−2().
(3.3)
In the first equation, {Arg(detMj−1, detMj)|M ∈ QR , detMj−2 = 0} could only be ∅ or {0}, and be ∅
if and only ifMj−2 is ray nonsingular, so the second equation follows by Theorem 3.1.
The next lemma is for the computation of j()|θ .
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Lemma 3.1. Let  = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θm), and θ ∈ j−1().
(1) If Arg(ei·(θj−θ)) = 0, then j()|θ = {0}.
(2) If 0 < Arg(ei·(θj−θ)) < π , then j()|θ = (0, Arg(ei·(θj−θ))).
(3) If Arg(ei·(θj−θ)) < 0, then j()|θ = (Arg(ei·(θj−θ)), 0).
(4) If Arg(ei·(θj−θ)) = π , then j()|θ = {0, π}.
Proof. Since θ ∈ j−1(), there exists r such that for everyM ∈ QR (r), Arg(detMj−2, detMj−1) =
θ , then detMj−1 = 0 and there exists r > 0 such that detMj−2 = r · e−i·θ detMj−1. By equation (3.1),
we have
detMj = rj · r · ei(θj−θ) detMj−1 + detMj−1 = (rj · r · ei(θj−θ) + 1) detMj−1.
Then
Arg(detMj−1, detMj) = Arg(rj · r · ei(θj−θ) + 1).
Since Arg(detMj−2, detMj−1) is independent of rj , rj · r can be any positive real numbers. By the
geometry explanation of complex addition, the proposition holds. 
By Lemma 3.1, all the j()|θ share a common end point 0 if they are open intervals, to find
the union of these intervals, we just need to figure out the supremum and the infimum of the other
end points of the intervals. This is very easy when knowing j−1(). So we have the algorithm for
computing j() when given j−2(), j−1() and θj , which is described in the following table.
Setting −1() = 0() = {0}, and repeatedly invoking this algorithm, we can compute m().
Together with Theorem 3.1, we can get an algorithm for the recognition of ray nonsingular cycle chain
matrices. (In the algorithm, we agree that the supremum and the infimum of an empty set are all 0.)
Algorithm 1 Computing j() from j−2(), j−1() and θj .
Input:
The set j−2(), j−1() and θj
Output:
The set j()
1: θsup ⇐ sup{Arg(ei·(θj−θ))|θ ∈ j−1(), 0 < Arg(ei·(θj−θ)) < π};
2: θinf ⇐ inf{Arg(ei·(θj−θ))|θ ∈ j−1(),−π < Arg(ei·(θj−θ)) < 0};
3: j() ⇐ (θinf , 0) ∪ (0, θsup);
4: if Arg(−eiθj) ∈ j−1() then
5: j() ⇐ j() ∪ {0, π}
6: end if
7: if θj ∈ j−1() or π ∈ j−2() then
8: j() ⇐ j() ∪ {0}
9: end if
10: return j().
Next we give a example to show how we compute the set m().
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Example 3.1. Let  = (π, φ, φ − π, 0, π), where 0 < φ < π . Then 5() = [0, π ].
Proof. It is easy to see by the definition that 1() = {0, π}, and we will show that by Algorithm 1
we have the same answer. Since we set −1() = 0() = {0}, line 1 is for computing the union
of 1()|θ whose θ satisfies the condition of (2) in Lemma 3.1, which is an empty set, and we get
θsup = 0. Line 2 is corresponding to (3) in Lemma 3.1 which is also an empty set, and θinf = 0, too.
Line 4–6 is corresponding to (4), the first condition in line 7 is corresponding to (1), and the second
condition is corresponding to the set {Arg(detMj−1, detMj)|M ∈ QR , detMj−2 = 0}. So it is easy to
see that by the algorithm we will also get 1() = {0, π}.
Next we use Algorithm 1 to compute 2(), now θsup will return φ, and θinf will return φ − π .
The judgement made in line 4 and 7 are all false, so we finally have 2() = (φ − π, 0) ∪ (0, φ).
For 3(), θsup = 0 and θinf = −π . Noting that 1 = {0, π}, the judgement made in line 7 is
truth, and we get 3() = (−π, 0].
For4(), θsup = π and θinf = 0, the judgement made in line 7 is also truth, so4() = [0, π).
For 5(), θsup = π and θinf = 0, this time the judgement made in line 4 is truth, thus 5() =[0, π ]. 
The above example also shows the set j()may not be connected, and may neither be open nor
closed. Also in the example, 4() = −3(), since the 4th element of  is 0, this property can
be generalized as follow, and the proposition will be used in the next section, where we discus the
classification of cycle chain matrices that are not ray nonsingular.
Proposition 3.2. Let  = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θm), and θj = 0. If π ∈ j−1() or π /∈ j−2(), then
j() = −j−1()  {−φ|φ ∈ j−1()}.
Proof. By Algorithm 1, we can assume that j−1()\{0, π} = (a, 0) ∪ (0, b), where −π ≤ a ≤ 0
and 0 ≤ b ≤ π . Then θinf = −b and θsup = −a in the algorithm.
If π ∈ j−1(), then the judgement made in line 4 of the algorithm when computing j−1()
must be true, and 0 ∈ j−1(), too. So j() = (−b, 0) ∪ (0,−a) ∪ {0, π} = −j−1(), the
proposition holds.
Now assume that π /∈ j−1(). If 0 ∈ j−1(), then line 7 takes the truth value, and j() =
(−b,−a) = −j−1(). If 0 /∈ j−1(), by the condition π /∈ j−2(), 0 is also not in j(), and
the proposition holds, too. 
4. Forbidden sequences and odd sequences
Let A, B be two square matrices of full term rank, and A  B (A is majorized by B). A well known
fact is that the SNS property of B will imply the SNS property of A (when B is a real matrix, A is also a
real matrix because it is majorized by B). This property does not hold for RNS matrices in general. For
example, if we choose A and B as
A =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 1 1
0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, B =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
i 1 1 1
1 i 1 1
1 1 i 1
1 1 1 i
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
then it is easy to see that A and B are all of full term rank, and A  B. It is shown in [9, Example 3.10]
that B is ray nonsingular, but A is not ray nonsingular since A itself is singular.
By the definition of majorized property, whether or not A  B is determined by the ray pattern
of A and B. Now let A and B be both ray pattern matrices, then A  B if and only if W(A) is the
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induced subgraph ofW(B), whereW(A) andW(B) are the associated arc-weighted digraph of A and
B, respectively.
When discussing the majorized property of cycle chain matrices, the restriction that two matrices
are of the same order is too strict and unnecessary, and we adjust the definition as follow: let M and
M′ be two ray pattern cycle chain matrices, then M is majorized by M′ (also denoted by M  M′)
if W(M) is a subgraph of W(M′); for general cycle chain matrices M and M′, M is majorized by M′
if ray(M)  ray(M′). By the definition, let M be a cycle chain matrix, and M0,M1, . . . ,Mm be the
sequential sub cycle chain matrices ofM, thenMj−1  Mj for j = 1, . . . ,m.
Next we show that the above mentioned property of SNS matrices does not hold even when we
restrict in the context of cycle chain matrices. For example, let M be a cycle chain matrix whose
argument vector (M) = (π, φ, φ − π, 0, π) (Example 3.1), andM1,M2 are the two sequential sub
cycle chain matrices where (M1) = (π) and (M2) = (π, φ). It is easy to see that M1  M2. In
Example 3.1, we have shown that 1() = {0, π}, which indicates that M1 is not ray nonsingular
(Theorem 3.1); π /∈ 2() = (φ − π, 0) ∪ (0, φ) indicates thatM2 is ray nonsingular. This example
shows that the ray nonsingularity ofM′ can not guarantee the ray nonsingularity ofM whenM  M′
(the adjusted version). Then a natural question follows: what kind of cycle chain matrices that are
not ray nonsingular can be majorized by some ray nonsingular cycle chain matrices? Next we will
characterize all the cycle chain matrices of this type.
Since theRNSpropertyof cycle chainmatricesaredeterminedby their argumentvectors, the follow-
ingdiscussion ismadeupontheargumentvector. Let = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θm), and′ = (θ ′1, θ ′2, . . . , θ ′p).
Then  is called a subsequence of ′ if there exists k such that θj = θ ′k+j for every j = 1, 2, . . . ,m,
where m + k ≤ p. If k = 0, we call  a principal subsequence of ′. LetM ∈ QR andM′ ∈ Q′R , then
M  M′ implies that  is a subsequence of ′.
Let  be a sequence that is not ray nonsingular. Then  is called a forbidden sequence if for every
′ that contains  as a principal subsequence, ′ is not ray nonsingular. Otherwise  is called an
odd sequence. We have the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. Let  = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θm). Then  is a forbidden sequence if and only if m() =
(−π, π ].
Proof. Let ′ be a sequence such that  is a principal subsequence of it. If m() = (−π, π ], by
(3.3), Lemma 3.1 and induction on p − m, it is easy to see that p(′) = (−π, π ], where p is length
of ′.
Conversely, ifm() = (−π, π ], let θ /∈ m(), and take′ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θm, Arg(−ei·θ )). By
Theorem 3.1, ′ is ray nonsingular, a contradiction, completing the proof. 
Lemma 4.2. Let  = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θm). If Arg(−ei·θm) is an interior point of m−1(), then  is a
forbidden sequence.
Proof. Let θ = Arg(−eiθm). Then θ is an interior point of m−1(). Thus for any sufficiently small
ε > 0, θ − ε ∈ m−1(), and θ + ε ∈ m−1(). Then by Lemma 3.1,
m()|θ−ε = (−π + ε, 0), m()|θ+ε = (0, π − ε), m()|θ = {0, π}.
So by (3.3) m() = (−π, π ], the proposition holds. 
By the definitions, a sequence that is not ray nonsingular is either a forbidden sequence or an odd
sequence. We discuss odd sequences in the following. A trivial case is that θj ∈ {0, π} for every j (i.e.,
all the weights of the cycles are real). In this case, a sequence is an odd sequence if and only if there
exists some θk = π . Next is the nontrivial case. In the proof of the characterization for odd sequences,
the following lemma is needed.
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Lemma 4.3. Let  = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θm) be a sequence that is not ray nonsingular. If there exists j such
that j() is open and j−1  (θ1, θ2, . . . , θj−1) is ray nonsingular, then  is a forbidden sequence.
Proof. Let s be the first index after j such that s is not ray nonsingular. We first prove that s−1()
is open.
According to formula (3.3),
j+1() =
⋃
θ∈j()
j+1()|θ
since j−1 is ray nonsingular.
For every θ /∈ {θj+1, Arg(−ei·θj+1)}, j+1()|θ is open. If Arg(−ei·θj+1) ∈ j(), then by Lemma
4.2, is already proved to be a forbidden sequence sincej() is open. If θj+1 ∈ j(), sincej()
is open, there exists ε > 0 sufficiently small such that (θj+1 − ε, θj+1 + ε) ⊂ j(). Thus by Lemma
3.1 and formula (3.3), 0 is an interior point of j+1(), yields that j+1() is open. By induction,
s−1() is open.
Since s is not ray nonsingular, by Theorem 3.1 Arg(−ei·θs) ∈ s−1() is an interior point. Thus
by Lemma 4.2, s is a forbidden sequence, yields  is a forbidden sequence. 
Theorem 4.1. Let  = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θm) that is not ray nonsigular, where −π < θj ≤ π , and k1 <
k2 < · · · < kp be all the indexes such that θks /∈ {0, π} but θks−1 ∈ {0, π} (s ≥ 1), further more, write
k0 = −1 and kp+1 = m + 1. Then  is an odd sequence if and only if the following conditions hold:
(1) Either θks+1 = θks or θks+1 = Arg(−ei·θks ) for s = 1, 2, . . . , p.
(2) θj ∈ {0, π}where ks + 1 < j < ks+1 and at least there is one j such that θj = π , s = 0, 1, . . . , p.
(3) Let ts be the number of zeros between θks and θks+1 , then θks+1 · θks+1 > 0 if ts is even and
θks+1 · θks+1 < 0 if ts is odd (s = 1, 2, . . . , p − 1).
Proof. For the necessary part, we discuss the possibilities of θjs one by one. First we prove that θ1 ∈{0, π}. If not, then by the algorithm,1() is open and0 is ray nonsingular (here we agree that0
is the argument vector of an empty cycle chain graph). By Lemma 4.3, wewill get that is a forbidden
sequence, a contradiction.
Now since θ1 ∈ {0, π}, if condition (2) does not hold for s = 0, then θj = 0 for j = 1, 2, . . . , k1−1.
For the simplicity of the discussion, without loss of generality, assume that 0 < θk1 < π . (The case−π < θk1 < 0 canbediscussed similarly.) By the algorithm,k1−1() = {0}, andk1() = (0, θk1)
is an open set andk1−1 is ray nonsingular. By Lemma 4.3 we can get a contradiction. So condition (2)
holds for s = 0.
By Algorithm 1, we have k1−1() = {0, π}. Together with the assumption 0 < θk1 < π , we
have k1()\{0} = (θk1 − π, θk1)\{0} and π /∈ k1(). Then k1 is a ray nonsingular sequence
by Theorem 3.1. If θk1+1 − θk1 /∈ {0, π}, then by the algorithm for the computation of k1+1(),
k1+1() would be a union of at most two open intervals, which may lead to a contradiction to
Lemma 4.3. So θk1+1 is either θk1 or Arg(−ei·θk1 ), and condition (1) holds for s = 1.
By simple computation, note that π ∈ k1−1(), it’s easy to see that k1+1() = [0, π) if
θk1+1 > 0, and k1+1() = (−π, 0] if θk1+1 < 0 (no matter θk1 > 0 or θk1 < 0). So k1+1 is ray
nonsingular by Theorem 3.1.
Take k1+1() = [0, π) for example. For j′ = k1 + 2, if θj′ is neither 0 nor π , then θj′ may
either satisfy 0 < θj′ < π or −π < θj′ < 0. If −π < θj′ < 0, then θj′ + π is an interior point of
k1+1(). By Lemma 4.2,j′ is a forbidden sequence, which contradicts to that is an odd sequence.
If 0 < θj′ < π , then j′() = (θj′ − π, θj′) would be an open set. Together with k1+1 is ray
nonsingular and Lemma 4.3, we will get a contradiction. So the assumption made at the beginning of
this paragraph can not be true, which means θj′ ∈ {0, π}when j′ = k1 + 2 (similar discussion can be
made when k1+1() = (−π, 0]). Then by the definition of ks, the first part of condition (2) holds
for s = 1.
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For the second part of condition (2), if there is no k1 + 1 < j′ < k2 such that θj′ = π , then by
Proposition 3.2,k2−1() is either [0, π) or (−π, 0],k2()would be open. Then note thatk2−1 is
ray nonsingular by Theorem 3.1, we have a contradiction to Lemma 4.3. Together, condition (2) holds
for s = 1.
Now let θj′ be first number among θk1+2, . . . , θk2−1 such that θj′ = π . Then by Proposition 3.2,
any of k1+1(), . . . , j′−1() will be either be [0, π) or (−π, 0]. And j′() is either [0, π ] or[−π, 0] follows respectively.
By formula (3.3) and Lemma 3.1, it is easy to see that when j−1() = [0, π ] or j−1() =[−π, 0],j() = j−1() if θj = π . Togetherwith Proposition 3.2we have thatk2−1() = [0, π ]
if t1 is odd, θk1+1 < 0 or t1 is even, θk1+1 > 0; k2−1() = [−π, 0] if t1 is odd, θk1+1 > 0 or t1 is
even, θk1+1 < 0.
Since  is an odd sequence, Arg(−ei·θk2 ) is not an interior point of k2−1(). Thus θk2 > 0 when
k2−1() = [0, π ], and θk2 < 0 when k2−1() = [−π, 0]. In either case, condition (3) holds for
s = 1.
Condition (1), (2), (3) for general s can be proved by induction.
When proving the necessary part, it is also shown that if all the conditions (1), (2), (3) hold,m()
will either be [0, π ] or [−π, 0]. By Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.1, the sufficiency part follows. 
The simplest odd sequence should be (π). In the above theorem, in the case when p = 1 , an
odd sequence of the form (π, 0, . . . , 0, φ1, φ
′
1, 0, . . . , 0, π) is the simplest, where φ
′
1 is either φ1 or
φ1 − π . The sequence = (π, φ, φ − π, 0, π) in Example 3.1 is of this type. We may call these two
types of odd sequences basic odd sequences, then by Theorem 4.1, a general odd sequence can be cut
into pieces of basic odd sequences, two adjacent basic odd sequences may either share a common π ,
or be connected by 0s.
Let  = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θm), write ←− = (θm, θm−1, . . . , θ2, θ1). Then ←− is called the reverse of .
Corollary 4.1.  is an odd sequence (or a forbidden sequence) if and only if its reverse
←−
 is an odd
sequence (or a forbidden sequence).
Proof. The proposition that  is an odd sequence if and only if its reverse
←−
 is an odd sequence
follows from the above characterization theorem of odd sequences.
By the definition of odd sequences and forbidden sequences, a sequence that is not ray nonsingular
is either an odd sequence or a forbidden sequence. So the proposition holds. 
Theorem 4.2. Let be a forbidden sequence, and′ be a sequence that contains as a subsequence (not
necessarily as a principal subsequence). Then ′ is a forbidden sequence.
Proof. Let  = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θm), ′ = (θ ′1, θ ′2, . . . , θ ′p), and θj = θ ′j+k for j = 1, 2, . . . ,m.
Since  is a forbidden sequence, its reverse
←−
 is a forbidden sequence, and
←−
 is a principal sub-
sequence of
←−−−
′k+m. Thus
←−−−
′k+m and′k+m are all forbidden sequences, and′ is a forbidden sequence
follows since ′k+m is a principal subsequence of ′. 
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